# Centre for English Teaching

## English for TEFL and TESOL Teachers

### EFL and TESOL Teachers - Sample Timetable

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Morning</th>
<th>Afternoon</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Monday    | Integrated English language skills - focus on interactive speaking  
Drama and games in the communicative classroom | Methodology workshop: The communicative approach |
| Tuesday   | Presenting listening lessons  
Vocabulary building game  
Vocabulary quiz | Classroom observation of a listening lesson in an ESL classroom |
| Wednesday | Demonstration of technology in the classroom  
English for special purposes | Tutorial: Adapt a soundtrack/lecture or broadcast for teaching purposes  
University lecture audit |
| Thursday  | Cross-cultural communication skills  
Working in a bilingual classroom | School visit  
Classroom observation  
Meeting with the school principal |
| Friday    | Reading skills – Australian current affairs  
Teaching comparatives and superlatives | Cultural excursion:  
Visit to the Australian Museum |
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